Contract Manufacturing Services

With over 100 years experience in the metalworking marketplace, Cleveland Steel Tool is your ideal manufacturing partner. We specialize in rapid turnaround, and can inventory finished or semi-finished components. Small or large lot sizes, custom design or mass customization, our ISO-9001-2008 certified shop will exceed your expectations. We’ll take your toughest jobs off your hands—whether you are working in steel, aluminum or bronze—we can help.

A New Jersey Automotive Supplier needed stainless brackets in various sizes.

CST sources the stainless steel and fabricated finished parts in each size with rounded corners and two bolt holes.

A Distributor of pneumatic and hand tools needed a domestic supplier of replacement blades for pneumatic and hand cutting tools.

CST produces a finished blade and stocks tools locally which reduced lead times by months and improved inventory turns and communication as well.

A Gear Manufacturer was seeking a supplier of gear blanks.

CST provides the finished gear blank and the only remaining operation for the manufacturer is to cut the teeth and heat treat.

A Supplier in the truck industry sought bushings for their high volume production equipment.

CST sources the bronze, machines it to exact customer specifications, and holds a backup inventory for rapid turnaround.

Visit clevelandsteeltool.com for promotions, new items, updates and the latest news.